
Complimentary means to add to regional growth in Central Europe by setting up innovation systems 

capable of connecting between technological specialists, researchers, entrepreneurs as well as regional 

and national authorities.  

• The capacity of regional stars to turn understanding and also skills right into lasting competitive 

advantage is critical to areas' economic performance, as advancement is most efficiently 

resolved at regional level, where physical distance cultivates the partnership between actors.  

• The project's basic goals are: to promote modern technology transfer and understanding 

exchange mechanisms; to foster access to scientific knowledge and using already existing 

expertise; to establish and intensify the applicationoriented teamwork between R&D as well as 

sector.  

Technology Services Guidebook collects good techniques 
Which are focused on academia, SMEs or both, in job companions' countries and additionally on the EU 

level. Primarily, it functions as a recommendation material to 'arbitrators of innovation' during training 

sessions and also pilot projects. With examined transferable facets and also advancement features one 

can consider taking on excellent techniques or boosting currently existing solutions.  

Various other tasks, which complete the task's objective, are: developing Technology Systems 

Guidebook; setting up R&D Telephone directory with information on R&D leads to the partners' areas; 

establishing a network of 'moderators of advancement', i.e. individuals with a collection of 

interdisciplinary skills able to support the transfer of knowledge; elaborating training modules and also 

arranging training in each project partner's area concerning development assistance; releasing the 

License as well as Modern technology Newsletter; organizing the Modern technology Transfer Day. 

 Task tasks will certainly end in June 2011, with results ready for adoption as well as additional 

growth.  

Project companions: University of Debrecen (Hungary), Community of Velenje (Slovenia), TechnoCenter 

at the University of Maribor (Slovenia), Centuria RIT (Italy), Amitié (Italy), Klimentovska PLC (Czech 

Republic), Multipurpose Union of Kecskemét and also its Region (Hungary).  

P R O J E C T F R E A much more extensive evaluation of technology services is readily available on the 

project's site: hu 3 In today analysis vital aspects have been identified which must be taken into 

consideration while setting up an innovation service or embarking on the enhancement of an existing 

one.  

1. These essential elements represent standards to establishments, efficient in setting up 

specialized services that can be valuable for SMEs and also public research institutes in the 

context of bringing them closer per other and also facilitating the exchange of understanding.  

2. The evaluation has actually been accomplished to comprehend the different systems and also 

contexts which allow understanding and also R&D results to be transformed into brand-new 

products, services and also ingenious services.  

Adhering to the initial introduction of the guidelines, the adhering to sections introduce the most 

effective advancement services in partners' territories along with a discussion of Europe-wide solutions.  



Trick variables of effective technology solutions Comprehensibility with the development 

method.  
A strong technique behind a team of activities induces synergy and boosts their effect on local growth. 

The technology services provided need to remain in line with national and also local development policy 

and also method as well as with the advancement system. 

 Concentrating on a details goal. The most reliable solutions aim to accomplish a particular positive 

outcome and also therefore slim the focus down to resolve one of the goals within the advancement 

technique. Concentrating on a certain group of individuals.  

1. By specializing the solution for just one group of individuals, the solution becomes a lot more 

reliable. A solid helpful group. 

2. The group behind the solution have to be expert, qualified and conveniently accessible if 

additional support and also aid is required.  

3. Providing a high degree of understanding. Investments in expertise, new means of developing 

added value, and training and consulting are very important elements in effective solutions.  

Showing direct benefit and also worth for the customer. Individuals seek time-saving operations, far 

better performance, understanding, networking and financial reward. Safety actions. In the process of 

applying the service, customers' secret information remains in several situations showed to the 

provider. 

 Safety and security steps have to therefore be embarked on to safeguard users' information and also 

to get depend on as well as guarantee reliability.  

Offering several advantages for the user. Providers offering lots of benefits for the individual at once 

prove to be a lot more efficient and better approved. Accomplishing teamwork and/or competition 

amongst users. Successful solutions advertise collaboration in between users, as well as competition at 

some times. 

 Accepting various other companions.  

The organization giving the solution cooperates with the government, well established firms, institutes, 

individual professionals and also other companies in all needed areas. Continuously improving and 

finding out. The solution itself is altering and also innovating. Gathering responses, surveillance and also 

assessment are as a result vital.  

The Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) is the biggest network of get in touch with factors offering details 

and guidance to EU firms on EU issues, particularly little and medium-sized ventures (SMEs). EEN supplies 

functional answers to particular questions in the indigenous language. It provides a vast array of services 

as a 'one-stop shop' for organizations in over 40 nations.  

The Network supplies concrete as well as reliable solutions to business owners and also firms in greater 

than 40 nations, including the 27 EU member states, three EU prospect nations (Croatia, the former 

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and also Turkey), participants of the European Economic Area (EEA) and 

also various other taking part third nations. 



 Earnings Preliminary resources for establishing the solution Independence Soft variables Difficult 

variables The Enterprise Europe Network is distinct both in terms of its wide geographic reach and of the 

wide variety of incorporated services it provides to SMEs as well as other company actors. 

1. This is enabled thanks to the worked with activity of nearly 600 regional partner companies, 

employing around 3 000 experienced personnel functioning to support the competition of EU 

companies.  

2. The brand-new incorporated Network provides a 'onestop store' to satisfy all the details needs 

of SMEs and companies in Europe. 

3. Instruments include business companion search within innovation and business collaboration 

databases and also rapid access to info on financing chances.  

Specific on-site check outs to firms to examine their needs and a broad variety of 

marketing and informational product can be organised.  
Agents of the Network can likewise aid businesses understand EU legislation, how it puts on their service 

and exactly how to take advantage of the internal market as well as EU programs. The Business Europe 

Network completely manipulates the harmonies between all support services and also helpdesks 

targeted at European services.  

The 'one-stop store' solution is accompanied by a 'no incorrect door' plan: an entrepreneur or 

organization actor can go into the Network with any type of contact point, and will certainly after that 

be assisted as well as directly guided to the pertinent solution or company. The Enterprise Europe 

Network supplies very easy access and also closeness to regional solutions for SMEs, therefore creating 

regional company gateways. 

 Regional consortia coordinate to create a systematic assistance structure for neighborhood companies, 

improving the region's profile as well as its competition. Business stars are urged to share, specify as 

well as share finest methods in fields such as technology, development to brand-new markets, 

enlargement of the customer base, improvement of market placement, and so on. Therefore, the 

Business Europe Network helps SMEs recognize their potential in terms of development as well as 

regional work creation 


